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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 2938 - 2939

Not even Daxia.

Now that I think about it, I feel terrible…For example, Project Atlantis, what is the
magnificent project?

If it weren’t for such a critical moment, Levi Garrison wouldn’t even know.

It made him want to know the reason now.

In the sensational 99 large sea project 15 years ago, 800,000 people were missing for six
years! The world has evaporated!

Why did it suddenly end when it was half built at the beginning.

What is the reason?

What happened?

Or something else?

As for the reason, someone said at that time that the technology was limited and the
resources and money were also scarce, so they gave up.

But Levi Garrison had personally visited this base.

technical problem?

Resource issues?

Money problem?
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But the base of the Atlantis plan was completely completed, and it was not a rough
structure. Ninety percent of the bases were completed!

This is a complete base!

neither!

There must be other reasons!

…

On the other side, after being called by Levi Garrison, the Black Hawk agents and the others
have organized the major leaders of the Sky Shield, started a meeting, and deployed the
next plan.

However, Agents Polar Bear and Agents Blade, but called Agent Black Hawk aside.

“Boss, really want to conceal Levi Garrison’s strength temporarily?”

Agent Blade asked.

The polar bear also said: “Yes, I think he is a bit more threatening! After all, we have different
positions! To put it bluntly, we are the enemy! Can no longer help him!”

Agent Black Hawk sneered: “Don’t have this idea? Levi Garrison is probably around! If you
want to die, just say it!”

“At the head of the game, they will know everything about Levi Garrison, but we are all going
to die! Don’t doubt his strength!”

After hearing the reminder, Agent Polar Bear and Agent Blade thought about the scene of
Levi Garrison shattering the locks of “Shen Shen No. 1” not long ago.

We must know that in the war that just ended, after they trapped the powerhouse of the
Kingdom of God with the God of God No. 1, there was no one who could break free.

But Levi Garrison can be so relaxed.
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But the Eagle Nation so easily cleaned up the Kingdom of God, but also because of
familiarity and understanding of the Kingdom of God and the Lord God Division.

But Levi Garrison was a strong man, they didn’t understand at all.

It’s too easy to kill them.

“Then I want to live! Levi Garrison’s strength must not be exposed!”

The two said.

The Black Hawk agent nodded: “Well, even at critical moments, this can be a bargaining
chip for our lives! We must not be exposed!”

“Do you think Levi Garrison is related to the mysterious place that trapped Leviathan in
Daxia?”

“I don’t know!”

And at the moment.

Yan Longwei is also discussing this issue.

The person who initiated the problem is Cao Zhiguo.

After he went to the Atlantis project base in person, he was full of doubts.

He took the initiative to meet the four leaders.

“Four leaders, can you tell me the reason for the termination of the Atlantis plan! It is
definitely not a technical resource issue? I saw it all completed!”

“There must be a reason for this, there must be a record in the file!? Satisfy my curiosity, I
even suspect that this has something to do with the collective destruction of the
Leviathans!”

“this……”
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Xiao Liejun showed a trace of surprise privately.

It’s as if Cao Zhiguo got it right.

Cao Zhiguo caught the micro expressions of several people and immediately exclaimed:
“Look, you must feel the same way!”

“There are no outsiders now, just the five of us, can you let me know?”

Cao Zhiguo looked at the four with pleading eyes.

The four of them looked at each other, and finally Lu Xiong sighed, “Okay, then I will open the
file again!”

Soon Lu Xiong took out the dusty files again.

Open in front of everyone.

Lu Xiong explained: “Indeed, as you think! The Atlantis plan was not terminated because of
technology or resources! It was something really happened!”

“The reason?”

Cao Zhiguo immediately took the file and looked at it.Cao Zhiguo was shocked when he
saw the reason written on the file.

Sure enough, the base planned by Atlantis had an accident when it was finally digging into
the depths of the seabed.

In fact, what is currently being built is the infrastructure.

Chapter 2939

However, the East China Sea Dragon Palace project is mainly highlighted on the Dragon
Palace.
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The construction of the “Dragon Palace” needs to go deeper into the deep sea and then dig
deeper.

However, something went wrong with this excavation.

Digging to the point where it shouldn’t be dug…

The “Atlantis Project” itself was in the deep sea and came to a very deep place.

It was deeper than the plan to penetrate the world that the War Bear Nation prepared to dig…

Completely isolated!

It should be the deepest position in the world with regard to the development of the sea so
far.

Even modern technology can’t dive so deep!

Even the depth that Atlantis plans to actually excavate is much deeper than the base Levi
Garrison saw.

But this is Daxia’s top secret, and no one else knows it.

So something went wrong in the process of further digging. Because the digging was too
deep, it was too deep to dig it!

What is written on the file is-Dragon Vessel!

But this dragon vein is not what Feng Shui said, but the person in charge at that time called
it dragon vein!

But it’s actually a spiritual vein!

Spirit veins is the collective name for vein mineral resources!

It contains all kinds of super new energy!
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According to Daxia Powerhouse, it is spiritual energy, which can be cultivated!

After all, it is said that there were many ancient cultivators in Daxia, who cultivated by
spiritual energy.

The specific point is that the legendary Qi-trainer Zhen Mosi and the celestial masters of the
Heavenly Master’s Mansion rely on spiritual energy to practice.

If they really exist, then they must be practicing in a place full of spiritual energy.

Only places with strong spiritual energy are suitable for their existence.

The place where ordinary people live is exhausted, and there is no aura at all.

Many energy sources in the deep sea have never been seen before by humans!

It is also the direction of energy mining in various countries!

However, the difficulty is extremely high, and not much has been mined.

Not even a dime!

However, the spiritual veins discovered by Atlantis are terrifying!

The reason why it is called a dragon vein is because this spiritual vein is the strongest
series!

It is definitely the scariest spiritual vein in this world!

There is no one!

How do you describe it?

It’s like an artery of the earth!

The energy contained in it is too exaggerated!
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A little bit of release can completely destroy the entire Atlantis project base.

When digging, only a small opening was opened by drilling.

As a result, between the drill hole and the gap between the small mouth, the spirit vein was
released with a little gas, directly smashing all the equipment and personnel of the Dragon
Palace project.

There is no specific explanation, but the huge project of the Dragon Palace, manpower and
material resources, have all been destroyed, one can imagine how terrifying it is.

Just what pops out between the gaps is so powerful!

The scientific researchers immediately explored and discovered this spiritual vein in terror.

If it is really cracked open, the energy inside will burst out, which will directly be a
devastating blow to the world!

If this spiritual vein broke out completely, the consequences would be disastrous.

The amount measured with the equipment and technology at the time was enough to
destroy the world.

Then the facts may be ten times and hundreds of times more exaggerated than they
predicted.

At that time, they probably also realized this.

Knowing that the actual amount of this spiritual pulse cannot be measured!

They understand that if this hole is opened a little bigger, let alone the base of the Atlantis
plan, the entire East China Sea will be destroyed in an instant, and then the whole world!

And the energy contained in this spiritual vein is definitely not controllable.

Not to mention the technology at the time, it won’t be in a few hundred years.
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Don’t even think about mining and using it.

Because a little bit of mining may cause the entire spirit vein to burst open.

It can’t be controlled at all!After digging, they immediately gave up and stopped the small
hole immediately. Then, the project planned by the Dragon Palace below the base was
completely filled, and then sealed.

Chained one after another!

I’m afraid that the spirit veins will burst open!

In order to completely seal the spirit veins, the Atlantis plan was completely abandoned.

This matter has also become a top-secret file.

Otherwise, if this spiritual vein bursts out, it can directly destroy this world, destroying this
world from the inside to the outside.
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